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1. By way of introduction: people as constitutional authority – a neverending saga.
In democratic theory, concepts such as people, constitution, and constituent
power have been considered and reconsidered. They are notions of modern
constitutionalism par excellence considering the renewed interest in the issue of
constitution-making.1
I would start from the premise that constitution-making is a process compelled by
the constitution-making power,2 that is, the constituent power – an extraordinary
power to form a constitution entrenched in the people.
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Despite a revival of attention to these concepts and a puzzling interpretation, it is
impossible not to return to the origins and find ties between the past and present
constitutionalism. First of all, constituent power was given its most significant early
formulation in the eighteenth century revolutions and rested on two conditions: the
recognition of the ultimate source of political authority which derives from “the
people” and the acceptance of a constitution as a juridical instrument created by
them.3
Theoretical roots of the constituent power date back to the writings of Emanuel
Sieyès. His reasoning is eloquent when he famously stated that «the constituent
power can do everything in relationship with the constitutional making. It is not
subordinated to a previous constitution. The nation that exercises the greatest, the
most important of its power, must be, while carrying this function, free from all
constraints, from any from, except the one that it deems better to adopt.» 4 In
Sieyès’s famous pamphlet ‘What is the Third Estate?’, the nation is described as a
collective will of the people, is the source of origin of all powers and authority, and its
constituent power rests completely unbounded by any legal proceduralism being
able to “create” a new regime through the exercises of its will. 5 The exercise of
constituent power must be consistent with the idea of “the people giving itself a
constitution.”6
The modern follower of Sieyès, Carl Schmitt, agrees that in genuine moments of
“constitutional creation” the constituent power is “an absolute beginning” – a
beginning understood as principle (αρχή),7 and continues alongside a positive
constitution.8 Moreover, for Schmitt, «prior to the establishment of any norm, there is
a fundamental political decision by the bearer of the constitution-making power. In a
democracy, more specifically, this is a decision by the people.» 9
It was Sieyès and Schmitt who claimed that the original site of the sovereign
power is a normless state of nature and not an intermediate original community. The
constituent power is a political will «[sprang] out of a normative nothingness and from
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a concrete disorder,»10 thus, cannot be justified by abstract normative arguments. 11
There are three moments of the manifestation of constituent power in relation to the
constitution: first, the constituent power is exercised prior to or in the moment of
constitutional creation forming the grounds of a constitution; second, once a
constitution was created, constituent power persists during its “living” through the
elected representatives who act on behalf of the people; third, it exists alongside the
constitution as a continuous presence which can be reactivate in any moment
through the popular mobilization, which as a revolutionary power, remains
inalienable and unlimited.
On contrary, scholars of liberal constitutionalism consider that the constituent
power disappears and is exhausted in a new constitutional regime. The procedures
that governs the exercise of people’s power are set out in the constitution that only in
certain ways can be altered. 12 For liberal thinkers, the “constituent power of the
people sets up a framework to regulate ordinary power, and it comes into play only
when the existing regime has been dissolved.” 13 According to Georges Burdeau,
«the constituent power is not a mechanism of peaceful times but an actor of critical
periods.»14 This dialectic between creation and revolution has been carefully
examined by Negri, who argues, «that the act of suspending far from being defined
in negative terms, founds and inheres to the possibility of positivity. The more the
first decision shows itself to be negative, the more radically it opens a number of
grounding, innovative, linguistic, and constitutional possibilities. With this the
constitutive act opens positively.» 15
Constituent power is the certainty of modern democracy. These concepts are cooriginal and coeval,16 and gave birth to the modern doctrine of popular sovereignty.
Hence, formulating popular sovereignty as constituent power is to affirm the basic
democratic value of self-government, i.e., collective acts of self-legislation and public
events of self-alteration.
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Today it is generally accepted that the constituent power lies with the people.
Olivier Beaud asserted clearly: «constituent sovereignty signifies that, in
contemporary states, the Sovereign is he who makes the constitution.» 17 This is not
the place for discussion on sovereignty understood as “the highest power of
command,”18 but it is important to stress that “the sovereignty”, as constituent power,
was systematically overshadowed by the competing doctrine of state sovereignty
and only with the rise of democratic regimes, the sovereignty was understood as the
power to found, to posit, to constitute, that is, as a constituting power that belongs to
the people. The popular constituent power legitimates, from normative point of view,
a constitution. Antonio Negri defines the constituent power as «the source of
production of constitutional norms – that is, the power to make a constitution and
therefore to dictate the fundamental norms that organize the powers of the state. In
other words, it is the power to establish a new juridical arrangement, to regulate
juridical relationships within a new community.» 19
The theory of the constituent power denotes an ideal of democratic constitutional
making in which the legitimacy of existing practices of constitutional founding is
evoked in relation to people’s participatory and inclusive method. For instance, the
identity of the people as constituent subject turn into the major standard of the
assessments of the validity of democratic constitutions and institutional
arrangements. According to Schmitt, «it belongs to the essence of democracy that
every and all decisions which are taken, are only valid for those who themselves
decide.»20 This theory of democratic legitimacy is correlated to that of democracy
deeming a regime in which «the people is the subject of the constituent power and
gives to itself its own constitution.»21 However, “to constitute” identifies the founding
of a constitutional order and its constitution that grants validity on condition of full
involvement of its potential addressees. In other words, the addressees of the law
become its authors.
The normative content of the constituent sovereign is one of participation and the
binding higher law is valid only if the act created complies with the principle of
participation and reflects the ‘superhuman general will’ of the ‘supernatural body’. 22
This normative dimension of the constituent power was captured by the liberal
constitutional thinker, Carl Friedrich, who though avoided any direct reference to
Schmitt, recognized, in a reluctant tone, the intimate link between a theory of
democratic legitimation and the notion of the constituent power. 23
At the center of the modern constitutionalism arose a debate related to the people
as ultimate source of legitimate power and the formalized institutions and procedures
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through which this power should be mediated and exercised. 24 The crucial question
regards the nature of the authority those who make a constitution: is the constituent
power exhausted in a single constitutive act or remains inexhaustible in some form
within the constituted government they institute? There is an ultimate source of
legitimate power or an alternative source of authority or a dormant potentiality to
invoke in moment of crisis? Obviously, these dilemmas involve scholars all over the
world without find a pure answer as long as one could choose pros or cons answers
to all these questions due to the timelessness of constitution-making.
Firstly, as the constituent power creates a constitution as an expression of
national unity, “the power of the people” remains the ultimate source of state power.
The idea of constituent power «suggests a collective subject – be it a Nation, demos,
public or people – which has some originary power to give birth to the constitutional
settlement and which stands transcendental and normatively pre-eminent over it.» 25
However, on the other side, constitutions created for unifying a heterogeneous
collectivity – i.e., a nation – might be understood as tools for the foundation of a
demos.26
As Mark Tushnet observed, «the constituent power sometimes is called into being
by the very process of constitution-making that presupposes the existence of the
constituent power, […] a demos – a people – for whom the constitution is to be a
constitution.»27 For some, the supreme power was vested in the constitution, for
others the absolute power remains in the people. Revising the current constitution or
drafting another one establishing a new legal order is not subject to any restrictions
or constraints of a prior or current fundamental law.
As «constitutions are superior to legislatures, so the people are superior to the
constitutions. […] The consequence is [that] the people may change constitution
whenever and however they please. This is a right of which no positive institution
can ever deprive them.»28 It is true that the constituent power was originally
conceived as unbounded by previous constitutional rules and procedures 29 but never
as absolute,30 and nowadays, is intrinsically and substantively limited by norms of
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international law, super-constitutional principles, and values of modern
constitutionalism.31
Secondly, constitution-making can occur in nations with established constitutions
as well. Every action taken within the institutionalized constitutional framework is an
exercise of constituted power. In this sense, constituent power is established and
manifested by means of elective representatives. In time of ordinary legislation, of
ordinary constitutional amendments, and even of constitutional replacements made
according to the provisions of the constitution, the constituted government act on
behalf of the people. Rarely the people themselves call a constitutional change
through a popular initiative. In any case, the constituent power always retains the
power to reconstitute the constitution on its own terms set at any time by the
constituent power as sovereign. Even if the power to amend the constitution is given
to the people, they do not act as sovereign but perform like any other state’s body.
The people act as sovereign only when they abolish a constitution and only in this
context, they return into the “state of nature” where no legitimate authority exists and
where constituent power of the people mirrors their natural right.
In the wake of traditional distinction among original and derived constituent power,
Yaniv Roznai distinguishes between primary and secondary constituent powers,32
which correspond to framing power and amending power,33 that is, the power to
establish a constitution and the power to amend it. The people has the right to
establish a new legal order but has the authority to revise what they constitute. 34
Both constitution-making and constitution-amendment powers are constitutive
because a constituent feature exists in both processes as long as they constitute
(institute) new constitutional rules. There is always a relational account among past
and present, nothing starts ex novo, thus, constitution-making takes many forms.
Contrasting Ramaswamy Iyer, even if a constitution is silent, the amendment power
is not merely granted to Parliament. 35 Under the existing constitution, even the
people may amend it and do only what the constitution permits. This suggests that
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the amendment power should be regarded as an intermediate power between the
constituent power and the legislative power.
Thirdly, it occurs to distinguish between amendment and replacement power of
the people.36 A conceptual distinction between ‘amendment’ and ‘revision’ pursuant
to which different procedures are applied to amend or revise the constitutional text,
allow assessing the classical distinction between total and partial revision. Different
degrees of rigidity allow to differentiate between formal amendment, as ‘normal
revision’ which aims to modify or integrate parts or single provisions of the
constitutions, and constitutional revision, as ‘qualified revision’ implemented in order
to totally change the constitutional text. 37 The later relates to a total revision through
a constitutional pre-ordained procedure that can only take place in the presence of a
revolution.38
The constitutions can be a consequence of an evolutionary path (rectius, a
revolution), of a decision of non-revolutionary government, or a product of
deliberative decision of the people. Through these three models of revolutionary
conception of constitution-making, Hannah Arendt has highlighted the importance of
the democratic nature of political processes that precede a constitution’s enactment.
She considers that many contemporary constitutions are “imposed” from above and
not a result of successful revolution by the people, the limitless power of ‘the people’
to break any constitutional bounds at any time is open to abuse from experts and
elites. 39 In time of crisis, or extraordinary moments of a foundation of a new legal
order, a “multitude without order” is held together by constituent institutions and thus,
the constituent power is articulated through their political acts. Nevertheless, as
Antonio Negri has claimed, revolutionary power of the multitude can disrupt
constituted boundaries.40
These assessments reflects some controversy aspects of constituent power; as
sovereign or not, external or internal to a legal order, limited or unlimited power, etc.
What is sure is that constituent power is exercised in a legal vacuum. 41
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Popular inclusiveness is «the contemporary mechanism for ensuring that a
constitution actually is an exercise of the constituent power,» 42 thus, citizens'
participation during moments of constitution-making is always legitimated and always
reflects the Constitution’s democratic legitimacy. 43 Thus, the locus of ultimate source
of legitimacy is bottom-up, originating in “the people” 44 and the constitution is an
expression of constituent power of the people to make and remake the institutional
arrangements through which they are governed. 45 Following Duverger’s approach,
«[i]t is the constitution that derives its authority from the constituent power and not
the constituent power that derives its authority from the constitution.» 46 A nation’s
constitution receives its normative status from the political will of “the people” to act
as a constitutional authority whenever they wish.
2. The founding of the Bel Paese and the Italian People
2.1.

Tridimensional legitimacy of the Italian republic

The democracy should be understood as of the people, by the people, for the
people. In this sense, three dimensions of legitimacy are met within a new
constitutional order: legal, referring to the constituent power of the people;
republican, related to the popular sovereignty; and democratic, in regards to the
popular consent. This section aims at identifying in the Italian legal order three
frames, interconnected and inter-reliant, in which this constitutional power is
entrenched, and which corresponds at legal, republican, and democratic dimensions.
2.1.1. Legal perspective
The extraordinary power to form a constitution is rooted in the people. From a
legal point of view, a constitution is legitimated if is the result of popular will, and in
their constituent position, the people themselves become the author of constitutional
rules, institutions, and procedures.
The formal fundamental law is the highest source of authority created by a
constituent power, that is, a people. Thus, the foundations of the highest law lies
outside of it, in an external authority. The constitution emanates «solely from the
nation’s will» – stated Sieyès. For him, “the nation” is a «body of associates […]
42
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represented by the same legislature.»47 Because of the size of that body of
associates, the people exercise their constituent power through their representatives;
a representation of popular will which should be kept away from the representation in
the ordinary legislation (the constituted power), and which should keep the same
extraordinary characteristics of the nation – its independence, sovereignty and
boundlessness.
In the wake of this approach, in Italian legal system, the constituent power was
delegated to an assembly, which has started the constitution-making process that
led to a new constitutional order. The Constituent Assembly, legitimized by the
people by means of the so-called “institutional referendum” or “supra-constitutional
referendum,”48 was empowered to draft and adopt a new democratic constitution. On
the legal level, the referendum has a fundamental value in the form of the State
being the first action of constituent power in the advent of the Italian legal order.
Turning the people into the main actor of the constituent proceeding, the referendum
represented «the intangible sign of the restoration of the constitutional legality and
the beginning of the constituent power’s exercise.» 49
The new modern constitutions are a circumstantial product of a particular
historical context, a result of a specific political decision of the general will that is
given jural form as the constituent power. 50 On the one hand, the constituent power’s
decision in a certain historical moment over the types and forms of (future) political
existence poured into the nature of institutional arrangements of the new state. The
constituent power is prior in authority. It is the continuing existence of a political unity
that bolster the authority of the constitution. 51 On the other, the constituent power of
the people is prior in time and external to the existing constitutional order. In a
democracy, a new constitution is the product of popular will saw as a living force,
unlimited by the existing constitution, translated in the Locke’s right to revolution.52
The historical “rupture from past” that has marked Italy 70 years ago is not the first
event, proof of popular sovereignty and republican democracy: yet, in the midnineteenth century, following the Mazzini’s political action, 53the people exercise its
authority by means a Constituent Assembly that drafted and adopted a Constitution the Constitution of Roman Republic. Similar to the current Art. 1 of the Italian
Constitution, the Roman sovereignty is an eternal right that resides in the people
who are constituted in a democratic republic. 54 The people understood as social,
cultural, political, and juridical entity delegated its constituent power to representative
47
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by means of a popular consultation. Even if this constitution never entered into force,
it is the proof that the constituent power and popular sovereignty as generators of a
republican action.55 Indeed, to proclaim the Republic it takes the vote of the
sovereign people - and therefore by direct universal suffrage - that legitimizes a
constituent assembly, which is given the mandate to draft and adopt a Constitution
that is republican. Such constitutional event would be repeated, certainly with some
distinctions, exactly a century later, this time, in a united and lay Italy. This is the
pure evidence that democracy degenerates but this does not exclude that it cannot
be revived. The forms of democracy change according to historical phases and
according to the people involvement in the political life.
The very democratic Italian Constitution as an agreement between citizens, as an
association between social forces, as the first true and authentic proof of democracy,
was born on June 2, 1946. Without even being able to make use of historical
precedents nor of comparative experiences to be emulated, without knowing how to
articulate the constitutional order within which to decline rights and freedoms, powers
and guarantees, but with the only legal constraint requirement to provide for a
President of the Republic in place of a Monarch, the new Constituent Assembly
defended itself under the “veil of ignorance.” 56 In recalling “the confidence in a future”
declared by the Mazzini's action, Mortati highlighted the spiritual value of the
constituent awareness of the people, which became constitutional. 57 The
constitutional awareness assumes a toolkit of values, principles and norms
established in a constitution58 founded on the citizens’ political obligation, which
implies the idea of the moral duty of obedience to the state, and the idea of the state
aiming at the "common good" of the people, as a principle of freedom. In other
words, the constituent powers’ will sorts values and relationships balancing
command and obedience.59
The Mortati’s concepts of people and nation are undifferentiated, based on force
relationships. In his view, the will of constituent subject must be embodied in a
juridical order and must be objectified in a formal constitution as a factual affirmation
of the force overturned in a legal power that gives unity to different social
54
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relationships subjected to shared norms. If for some thinkers the will aims at the
unity of the subject that holds the constituent power, for Mortati, it has a conflictual
nature creating political tension in the process of constitutionalisation. 60 The
constituent power is a conflictual power that precedes, drives and exceeds
constituted power.
Antonio Negri overshadowed the conflictual nature of “the multitude” assessing
the absolute impermeability of the constituent and constituted power. He sets the
absolute force of constituent power deprived of any legal relationship to any
constituted legal form. The reiterative dimension of the ‘event’ – and not in the
institutionalized dimension of the ‘form’ – can justified the constituent power deemed
as political freedom. 61
Adopting a relational approach, the paradox of constituent power vis-à-vis of the
constituted one can be overcome. It is not necessary to assume the constituent
power in terms of unity or inclusion of the people preceding a formal constitution or
any other institutionalized form; the constituent power is a dialectic tie between the
nation self-constituted and the constitutional form through which the people exercise
its sovereign authority. The Italian people existed before but they became a nation
as a political unity only by means of the institutional referendum. It was the first time
when all the people were called to elect their constituent representatives and acted
as a constituent power to establish the form of the political union recognized as such.
In fact, on 2 June 1946, citizens – in their pure capacity by universal suffrage – take
responsibility for a dual choice, decisive for the future of the Constitution: they decide
the form of the state, and they elect who to entrust with the writing and approval of
the new Constitution. Beyond the foundation as a pure act of representation in which
the constituent power results entirely absorbed by a constituted power, there was the
first contemporary and convergent exercise of direct democracy and representative
democracy, which maximizes the principle of popular sovereignty. 62 In this sense, we
can grasp constitutional awareness as the exercise of popular sovereignty within the
boundaries of a new political regime and constitution; but there is no popular
sovereignty without a Republic and there is no Republic without popular sovereignty.
Hence, the next section treats the facets of a republic.
2.1.2. Republican perspective
From a republican point of view, constituent power underpins of a new state, is the
source, origin, and foundation of a new political regime that takes life. It is the
constituent power located on the boundaries of legal thoughts that helps to embed
the nature of the constitutional form assumed by the political regime. In Italy,
subsequently, from the setting of a clear regulation concerning the task entrusted to
a representative assembly to perform an institutional choice, it is passed to a coup
d'Etat63 and the electoral body was called to choose between Republic and
Monarchy.
60
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As is known, the referendum of 1946 established the Republic by means of the
vote expressed by the people, but the decision to entrust the form of the state to the
people was not immediate due to the particular nature of the ‘event’ that would
confirm the supremacy of the people as the foundation of the new democratic order.
It was necessary to appeal to the participation of the people at the political choices in
a new democratic era advocated in the Old Continent, 64 and to find a real "political
alibi"65 for the effective relationship between the ‘real State’ and the ‘legal State’. 66
Appealing to a tool of direct democracy in the choice of the form of state – the
referendum has conditioned the framers of the Constitution: they had to taking into
consideration the people as an institutional body and assign them, in the context of a
representative system, powers and enclose mechanisms allowing the participation in
the future life of the Republic.67
“Long live the Republic! Long live Italia!” With these ovations began the first
meeting of the Constituent Assembly on 25 June 1946. A formidable task of
reconstruction ab imis entrusted to the Assembly at a time when the people seek an
ubi consistam between the fading of parliamentary government and the emergence
of a new order in which not only them had found a legal dimension but also the
political forces would take shape of constitutional juridical figures.
The republican regime was born because the people desired it and so decided.
Given its origin, "it is evident that [the republican form] has been consolidated [and]
could not be changed except by a direct consultation achieved in the same manner
through which it has arisen.” 68 Thus, a limit was created: expressly produced by the
institutional referendum69 and then entrenched into the constitution tracing the
boundaries between any constitutional change and constitutional revision. The
immutability of the republican form70, pursuant to Article 131 of the Draft Constitution,
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has meant to convert it the permanent form of the Italian State 71 and to shape its
abrogation more difficult within the complex constitutional process 72. Given the
merely declarative value of Article 139 of the Constitution, 73 the limit referred to can
only be overcome by the same procedure followed at the time of the foundation of
the State. The republican form cannot be revised through the revision procedure
referred to in Article 138 of the Constitution, 74 since it did not arise and does not exist
by virtue of the Constitution, but results from the decision taken by the people in the
institutional referendum75. Therefore, the republican form established with a
referendum can only be changed through another "exceptional referendum provided
for by a special law" 76 which should re-propose the same circumstances that had
given rise to the institutional choice. In any case, foreseeing the absoluteness of a
limit and excluding any possibility of changing of the form of state would mean
restraining the popular will and therefore violating the democratic principle provided
for by Article 1 of the Constitution, 77 because it is not the popular sovereignty limited
by the constraint provided for in Article 139; it is the limited sovereignty of the people
established in the Constitution by means of the provision of Article 139 the
indispensable cornerstone of the Constitution.78
Obviously that in a Republic, the holders of the authority will change as well as a
new the constitution will enter in force. The framers of the Constitution draft a
71
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«parliament system that must recognized the principle that in the Italian Republic –
unitary, indivisible, democratic – , the sovereignty lies exclusively in the people, from
which all power emanates. The State [was] organized in such a way that sovereignty
[would be] exercised by means of legislative, executive and judicial powers, which,
coming from the same unique source, are not separate and even less opposed, but
rationally distributed among the bodies called to implement the popular will, the only
source of sovereignty and power.» 79 The new State is sovereign to the extent that it
is based on the legal system established by the Constitution and the other laws
deriving from it, while the powers, which are concretely the way in which the
sovereignty of the State is implemented, «emanate from the people» who exercise
them directly or through its representatives.
But what could it mean «emanate from the people»? If the concept only highlights
the pure origin of the sovereignty, then where resides? Could this reside in the
political parties? Undoubtedly, the framers assign the sovereignty to the people as
an organic unity that exercised it by means of its representatives (included political
parties) – and this was the reason for which the preference was given to «belongs to
the people». Thus, who actually exercises the constituent power? Answering this
question require to look beyond the representation in an exceptional event like that
of foundation of the Republic, that is, to consider the representation for all future
political actions and decisions. In this sense, the assertion of normative theory finds
validity: if the foundation of the state is treated as an act of representation, the
constituent power would be absorbed into the constituted power. This does not mean
that the constituted power – the creature – abolishes, overcomes and nullify the
constituent power – the creator.
The construction of the modern state around the two aspects – the legal and
technical one inherent to the sovereign state that replaces the sovereign person, and
the political one substantialized in the "advent of the sovereign nation" – led the first
interpretations of the Constitution by scholarship and jurisprudence. 80 In the "dual"
conceptual building of the State is embedded not only the sovereignty of the people
inserted, but also the tout court sovereignty: Article 1(2) states the sovereignty of the
people; Article 7(1) provides the sovereignty of the State; Article 11, establishes the
limitations on national sovereignty to grant it, if necessary, "to a [supranational] order
that ensures peace and justice among nations". The principle of sovereignty
constitutes the object of various constitutional provisions which, directly or indirectly,
are linked to it: for example, Article 10(1), which assumes on the basis of a precise
set of relationships between the Italian legal system and the international one, 81 and
Article 117(1), which, stressing the legislative power’s division between the State and
79
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the Regions, binds the exercise of it to the respect of the Constitution but also to the
obligations deriving from European or international law. While the Article 1(2) of the
Constitution clearly refers to the sovereignty in the State, that is, within the total
public space in which the people are included and not "absorbed", according to the
postulates of monistic theories, the Articles 7(1), 10(1), 11, and 117(1) refer to the
sovereignty of the State, that is, outside the overall legal system, in its relationship
with other legal systems 82.
The core of the constitutional organization lies in Parliament, which is not
sovereign of itself but is the organ of immediate source of the people’s sovereignty,
which must adopt laws in accordance with international standards. The constituted
power is not only limited by the constitutional constraints determined by the
constituent power, but also by the international norms. Consequently, the constituent
power is not limited only by the precepts imposed to itself according to its will, but
also by international principles of constitutionalism.
The founding of the Italian State it was the revolutionary process embedded in the
change of the political regime that has continue through the framers giving the
people confidence, first of all, in the democratic state: the State - which had always
appeared as an enemy - was configured as one in which citizens could
democratically make accomplish their aspirations, one that safeguards their
“common good” in order to avoid serious social crises, or even overthrow the regime
by another revolution.
The old regime was the problem that Constituent Assembly is called to resolve. In
order to avoid any return to the old regime, the framers provide for a head of state,
not elected by the people, who represents the nation’s unity and guarantees the
respect of the Constitution. Denying the amendment of the republican form does not
impose only a limit to any change to the form of Italian State, but also a constraint in
relation to the selection of its President. 83 Consequently, any constitutional change,
therefore, alters the form of government that, shifting the balance between the
constitutional organs and reinstating the centres of authority, modifies the influence
of the people over political decisions and, thus, the form of state. 84 The founded
parliamentary government, in which prevail human rights, the rule of law and
democratic values, is a consequence of this choice.
2.1.3. Democratic perspective
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The 1948 Italian Constitution is a product of a representative process. As Kostas
Chryssogonos explains: «[a] Constitution may be characterized as democratic, from
the point of view of the holder of constituent power, when it has been elaborated and
voted by a collective representative body (constituent assembly, national assembly,
etc.), elected through universal, equal and secret suffrage by the people,
occasionally with some form of direct participation of the latter.» Even though there
was not founded the Republic yet, the popular sovereignty was already taken into
consideration allowing, for the first time, the ‘whole’ citizenry to directly elect its
representatives and thus, participate at (and in future) political decisions. The choice
in favor of the Republic,85 a new form of state, seems to be taken for granted 86 even
if it does not need to be established only a Republic for a state to be democratic. 87
From then on, it would be the task of the Constituent Assembly to establish a system
that would balance the representation and direct democracy at its best.
The modern theories are built around the concept of popular sovereignty,
according to which the will of the people and the will of the politicians are opposed,
and around the idea of an ‘evolutionary democracy’, in which the people not only
transfer (or delegate) the general will to the representatives, but adjust their will over
time through institutes that a modern system makes available.
Democracy is a system in which citizens participate not only in the control of the
representatives through periodic elections, but also in the decision-making process
giving inputs on political issues. Nowadays democracy is a "strong democracy": it is
a system of citizens’ self-government rather than a representative government in the
name of the people. 88 Democratic rights are not limited to political decisions alone,
but are extended to all social institutions. 89
In the process of drawing up political decisions, the regulatory adjustment to
popular will must be guaranteed. 90 Given the progressive broadening of the
participatory element in the representative regime, the theory of political
85
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representation has been called into question in a severe way: it has imposed the
need to integrate the founding of the will in the Assembly from different points of view
and through different proposals.91 Starting from this assumption, a representative
system can be integrated and supplemented by participatory mechanisms. 92
Participatory democracy is not an alternative; it is complementary to
representative democracy, 93 endowing the people with greater protagonism within
the process of forming the will of the state both as an organic unity through “the
people-as-one” and through social groups.
In this sense, the framers of the Constitution provided for the principle of political
participation through direct democracy’s tools (Articles 71(2) and 75) as well as
through political parties (Articles 18 and 49). In addition to the adjectives given to the
Republic by Article 1, defining the Italian democracy as participatory, the
fundamental law stressed the necessity of national politics and identified in political
parties the permanent and principal instruments of democracy. This essential
framework then found the basis of its effectiveness in ensuring that each part of the
political system demanded and sought in the most reassuring form embedded in the
Constitution. There was prescribed an external and independent safeguard by
means of the President and Constitutional Court, and internal safeguard through
mechanisms and forms of expression of the sovereignty, allowing «the correlation
between the distinct and articulated plurality of the popular grounds to represent and
the collegial composition of the representative organs at any level of the state
system.» 94
In ideological terms, the action of the framers has been developed in a
predominantly democratic and nationalist environment. The concerns were not
focused on the mere enunciation of the democratic republican character; on the
contrary, the framers were more focused on innovative elements to be set up in
Italian constitutional law, aiming at transposing the democratic expression into
reality. In some way, it could be argued that the Constitution represents a model of
configuration of the institutions of a rule of law, which, respecting the classic
parliamentary regime, introduced the counterweights necessary for its full
accomplishment.
Seven mechanisms of participation of the people were provided for in the
Constitution. At national level, there are: constitutional referendum, (Article 138, in
the context of constitutional reform); agenda initiative (Article 71(2)) and the
abrogative referendum (Article 75) in the context of legislative process; and petition
(article 50). The Italian fundamental law provides for other participatory tools at
regional level: Article 123 concerning the referendum in case of approval of regional
91
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statutes, Article 132 referring to the referendum in case of merger or creation of
territorial entities, and Article 133 concerning the referendum held in the hypothesis
of change in the provincial boundaries and the establishment of new Provinces
within the regions. A wide recognition in terms of popular participation in the political
life of the state.
The central reason for the input that has driven the framers was to establish a
regime that had to strictly reflect the rupture from the old regime. In order to
guarantee the legitimacy that inspires the Constitution, the consensus found in the
Assembly would had to endure in the future. In this sense, the institutions of direct
democracy were a complement to the principle of constitutional rigidity and the
mechanisms of control of constitutionality of the laws.95 A resolutive and definitive
value had found the referendum and a marginal one was conceived to the initiative
of the people since the decisive will belongs to the parliamentary assemblies.
Although the referendum was considered the only instrument capable of adjust
the emptiness created between the people and the representatives, it was provided
in two forms: constitutional – optional and prospective – and the abrogative
referendum. Differently as regards the popular initiative as this tool does not respond
«to a substantial democratic need»96 because the parliamentary assemblies, already
legitimized by the people, were fundamental and sufficient in the constitutional
system for the purposes of the legislative procedure. 97 Mortati claimed the
opportunity of the popular legislative initiative «in order to curb and limit the will of the
majority,» which does not always correspond to the will of the people, so «it is useful
and democratic to allow this possibility to control the degree of compliance between
the politics of the government and the popular orientations.» 98
According to the Italian Constitution, the people were given only the power of
initiative the legislative process by proposing a bill drawn up in sections and signed
by at least fifty-thousand voters. Another question arises: if the constitution is silent,
who is entitles to decide those actions for which the constitution makes no
provisions? In the presence of this lack and by the systematic and historical
interpretation of Article 71, the popular initiative consists in empower the people to
initiate both the process of constitutional amendment and legislation. 99 Some
scholars exclude that a total revision of the Constitution could be accomplished by
means of constituent power. 100 In front of constitutional and amending laws referred
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to in Article 138 and the proper constitution, only the formers could be a result of a
constitutional reform. Any other constitutional change concerning the entire text of
the constitution re-emerges from the will of constituent power and with a fundamental
political decision.101 The constituted power upholds a constitutional change within the
limits imposed by the constitution; a transformation that derives from a ‘constituent
and constitutionalized’ review. But this does not preclude the subversive nature of
the constituent power to reverse the constituted order while respecting the formal
procedure.102 By operating outside the rules and institutions of ordinary politics, the
people will be able to act in their sovereign capacity as “constituent power.” In this
constituent position, the people create constitutional rules, maximizing the
democratic legitimacy. The next section assessed the people capacity to act inside or
outside the constitutional rules, that is, the popular amending power.
2.2.

The People in the Formal Constitutional Amendment Process

Constitutional change is a complex labyrinth of relationships and interactions
between amendment procedures, political actors, and centres of authority, and these
processes must be studied in depth and considered from an integrated perspective.
It is well known that a constitution is the political heart of a nation; 103 moreover,
amendment rules are at the core of constitutionalism, defining the conditions under
which all other constitutional norms may be legally displaced 104 and providing
mechanisms for societies to refine their constitutional arrangements. 105 Formal
constitutional amendment rules consider the overall framework of the political system
to dictate how constitutional change should occur. 106 Exploring and modelling
constitutional change connects actors and mechanisms within a given legal order,
and this process inevitably touches all areas of constitutional law and the allocation
of powers. As long as amendment procedures are designated as adaptive
approaches to changing circumstances, formal changes provide a means for
resolving conflicts between constitutional actors, especially with regard to the
allocation of amendment powers.
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2.2.1. Rules of change and their Interpretation in the Italian Legal Order
In the modern world, constitutions can no longer be unalterable; they contain rules
of change, mechanisms of balancing constitutional stability, and procedures of
constitutional amendment. The formal constitutional amendment process drafted by
the Constituent Assembly and translated in Article 138 of the Italian Constitution
consists of such necessary procedures. The complex constitutional review procedure
established by the abovementioned constitutional provision represents the
conversion of the principle of constitutional rigidity within the framework of the
sources of law, safeguarded by the constitutional judges. It is the republican
Constitution that embodies the “break” from the past, and the supreme principles –
among which the rigidity itself – are deemed as “logical” clauses to its ‘living’. 107
The amending formula draws from the structure of ordinary legislative procedures,
with necessary additional requirements to modify Italy’s fundamental law or to
introduce a new constitutional bill. The steps that align with ordinary legal procedure
involve having two readings by each Chamber with a mandatory interval of three
months, and the required approval by at least an absolute majority in the second
vote. However, the rigidity of the Italian amendment process extends beyond
ordinary legal processes in a number of ways. First, Article 138 of the Constitution
establishes that in order to pass any constitutional modification, each of the two
Chambers of the Italian Parliament must vote in favor of and reach double conformity
on the same text twice over a period of no less than three months; a reinforced
majority is also required. According to the same article of the Constitution, the
second vote is a mere approval, requiring at least an absolute majority (50 percent of
the members of each Chamber plus one, regardless of the number of those taking
part in the vote). In case of a two-thirds majority, the approved constitutional
amendment can then be promulgated and published, and enter into force. 108 Second,
whenever a two-thirds majority is not reached in one (or both) of the two Chambers,
but only the (necessary) absolute majority, within three months of the second vote,
one fifth of the members of each Chamber, 500,000 voters, or at least five regional
legislative assemblies can request a referendum on the text voted by Parliament, 109
The draft constitutional amendment is deemed passed if a voting majority approve it.
However, if the constitutional draft is approved in the second vote by a majority of
two-thirds of the members of each House, no referendum can be requested. In this
case, promulgation of the approved draft constitutional amendment will follow either
with the expiration of the three-month term or, in the case of a referendum being
requested, the positive vote expressed by the citizens in favor of the constitutional
amendment.
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The second process, in the event that proportional electoral representation is not
established, consists of an optional referendum because a supermajority could not
be reached. However, the people can be called to participate in the amendment
process by either proposing amendments or, within the final phase, by eventually
deliberating on the constitutional amendment voted by the Parliament.
Given the complexity of the procedure, several issues remain open, especially on
the general role played by the constitutional referendum within the framework
described in Article 138. This particular type of referendum has been variously
defined as one of “guarantee” allowing minorities to verify the alignment between the
will of the Parliament and that of the People: in an “opposing” referendum, it
functions to halt the constitutional amendment endorsed by the Parliament’s
majority; as a referendum of “control”, it prevents the possible malfunctioning of
constitutional legislation; and as a “confirmative” or “validating” referendum, the
process strengthens the legitimacy of the same majority that supported the reform. 110
Precisely because of the different qualification given to the constitutional referendum,
the relationship between the Parliament and the people within the constitutional
amendment process can fluctuate.
In this view, the Constitutional Court stated that «in [the Italian] system,
fundamental choices concerning the national community and inherent in the
‘constitutional agreement’ are reserved to political representation, on whose
decisions people cannot intervene unless pursuant to the procedure indicated in
Article 138.» In the Court’s view, Article 138(2) of the Constitution not only provides a
referendum on constitutional law simply as optional but, in preventing popular
intervention that is disconnected from the parliamentary procedure, it circumscribes
within strict time limits the people’s initiative power. The third paragraph of the same
article entirely precludes the possibility of popular intervention when it determines
that «the referendum does not take place when the law has been approved in the
second vote by a two-thirds majority of its members,» thereby confirming that the
power of constitutional revision belongs, first and foremost, to the Parliament.
There is no doubt that Article 138 of the Italian Constitution places the decisionmaking on constitutional amendments mainly in the hands of the parliamentary
representatives. In fact, within the amending procedure, the people will act either
only as a “check,” with conservatory and safeguarding functions, or as a confirmatory
force, with regard to an already perfected parliamentary will that, in the absence of
popular validation, is nonetheless able to consolidate its legal effects. 111
2.2.2. People’s Amending Power: Theory and Practice
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Constitutional changes are very closely linked to the amendable nature of the
provisions. Besides procedural prerequisites, amendment rules specify what is
subject to or immune from formal amendment. However, a question arises vis-à-vis
the limits of people’s amending power as designated by the constitutions.
Since its entry in force, the Italian Constitution has been amended 14 times, and
32 out of 139 articles have been modified. Six draft constitutional amendments were
repealed, and only three constitutional referendums have taken place. 112
In theory, there is no reference in the Constitution regarding the initiating power of
the people, and, as mentioned above, in practice, the people have never
commenced a constitutional revision procedure. Even if the Italian Constitution does
not provide a clear reference to the people’s power to amend it, the doctrine upholds
that the same institutions empowered to introduce ordinary legislation have the
power to propose constitutional amendments – that is, the government, any Member
of Parliament, the regions, and the people. 113 Despite the fact that the people have
never proposed a constitutional amendment, if they were to do so, which are the
limits imposed to this power?
The only explicit limit on constitutional revision is provided by Article 139,
according to which «[t]he republican form of the state shall not be a matter for
constitutional amendment.» This is the unique “eternity clause” provided by the
Italian Constitution. However, the Italian doctrine has traditionally stressed the
existence of many other implicit limits to the constitutional amendment, principles
that cannot be changed through the procedure described in the Article 138. These
principles represent the “core” of the Constitution and qualify the form of the state. 114
Thus, they fall within the purview of “constituent power” (i.e., constitution-making
power), rather than as “constituted” (i.e., constitution-amending power). According to
this assessment, a total revision of the Constitution is not allowed in the Italian legal
system.115
Amending unamendable provisions in the Italian legal system is a question
unlikely to get over. On one hand, scholars interpret the explicit limit to constitutional
amendment provided by Article 139 in a systematic way, together with Article 1 of
the Constitution: the concept of the “republican form of State” as excluded from
revision would refer not only to the selection of the head of state, but also to the
entire form of the state according to which «Italy is a democratic Republic […].» 116 In
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other words, the explicit limit stated in the Article 139 is avowable of a limit imposed
by the institutional referendum.117
On the other hand, the existence of a “core” of unamendable principles has been
linked to the difference between the primary and secondary constituent power, or
between the power to establish a new constitution and the power to amend it. 118 In
this respect, the revision procedure can only be used to enact minor changes to the
constitution that do not affect the fundamental features of the system, while any legal
option to change the fundamental text in its entirety would be excluded.
Most of the unamendable content is located within the amendment provision,
inferred from its declaration of the “eternity” of the system, but unamendability also
appears in other parts of the Constitution, that is, in those provisions claiming the
“supreme principles”. The Italian Constitutional Court explicitly 119 qualified such
«supreme principles, that cannot be subverted or changed in their essential content
neither by constitutional laws of revision nor by constitutional laws,» as implicit limits
to constitutional amendments, and recognized its competence to review the
constitutionality of constitutional laws. According to the Court’s interpretation, «these
principles are explicitly provided by the Constitution as absolute limits to the power of
constitutional revision, as the republican form of government stated by the Article
139 as well as the principles which, although not expressly mentioned among those
not subject to the constitutional revision process, belong to the essence of the
supreme values upon which the Italian Constitution is founded.»
The debate among scholars on the identification of these “supreme principles” is
closely connected to the possibility of introducing a federal form of state, the direct
election of the Republic’s president or the prime minister, and even the possibility of
amending the 12 articles under the heading “Fundamental Principles,” followed by
Part I of the Constitution, entitled “Rights and Duties of Citizens.” Part II of the
Constitution, addressing the “Organization of the Republic,” and some provisional
and transitional dispositions can also be deemed relevant to the debate on the
identification of “supreme principles,” but, as demonstrated in practice, the second
part of the Constitution has been changed to the extent that the amendments did not
indirectly affect principles enshrined in Part I.
A further limit to any change derives from EU law, whereby the Constitution
recognizes the «constitutional common traditions of the Member States.» 120 There is
a substantive limit more than a formal one, insofar as Italy could leave the EU as
consequence of popular will, and later change the Constitution, introducing
provisions in contrast with those traditions.121
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Finally, the possibility of modifying even the amending formula, as entrenched in
Article 138, is subject to academic debate. According to the scholarship, the
procedure regulated by Article 138 could be revised, with the only limit being a
revision that would make the Constitution less rigid. 122
Coming back to practice, most constitutional acts in the Italian legal order were
passed by a large majority in Parliament. The people’s involvement in the
amendment process, specifically through a referendum on the constitutional
amendments, has been expressed only three times: in 2001, related to the quasifederal reform of Title V, Part II of the Constitution, with a turnout of 62 percent in
favor; in 2006, regarding another attempt at a systematic revision of the Part II and
strictly linked to the application of Article 138, but rejected; and in 2016, concerning
«provisions for overcoming equal bicameralism, reducing the number of Members of
Parliament, limiting the operating costs of the institutions, the suppression of the
CNEL and the revision of Title V of Part II of the Constitution,» which also failed to
garner public support.
Constitutional revision in Italy has been virtually exclusively in the hands of
political parties, and the power to amend the Constitution likewise belongs to the
Parliament. People’s participation is only optional and is still considered
controversial. The procedure established by Article 138 is closely linked to
proportional representation. Any constitutional change passed by only a majority of
members of Parliament should be regarded as substantively unconstitutional – this is
the reason for the optional constitutional referendum at the public’s request.
The difference with the ordinary revision mechanism is that people, instead of
being required to give their “positive approval” to proposed amendments, can choose
to express their dissent by vetoing a proposed amendment – which, from a
constitutional design perspective, increases their authority in undertaking
amendments, but it may also create barriers to constitutional change and produce an
undemocratic amendment process.
2.2.3. (Un)Constitutionality and the Role of the Constitutional Court
Constitutions have certain entrenched constitutional provisions that are
impervious to the amendment. These unamendable provisions are subject to
amendment neither by the judiciary nor according to the constitutionally entrenched
amendment procedure. To actually amend an unamendable provision requires much
more than a discrete revision; it involves comprehensive renewal through a huge
constitutional “revolution,” and only in this case some could claim the
unconstitutionality of the constitution. But a question is necessary to address: could it
be a constituent power unconstitutional? Yes, because some constituent powers –
even if never (or still) does happened in Italy – may be or not legitimate or
constitutional.123
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Many questions have arisen in the literature on (un)constitutional amendment
processes. Who can declare an amendment unconstitutional? Who can determine
the constitutionality of a proposed amendment? The obvious answer would be that a
court should be authorized to do this.124
Decision-making bodies – such as legislators, a citizens’ assembly, or a national
referendum process – could propose a constitutional amendment, and by changing
the “spirit of the Constitution,” alter the legal system completely. From this
perspective, we return to the debate on the simple power to amend the constitution
or to establish a new one – the difference between pouvoir constitué and pouvoir
constituant, between primary and secondary amendment power, and between total
and partial constitutional revision, which involves participatory theory and people’s
sovereignty.
In the Italian legal system, the 1948 Constitution ensures an original combination
of representative and direct democracy, including grassroots-initiated
referendums;125 the “eternity clause” was introduced as a natural complement to the
1946 referendum, which had abolished the monarchy. It is a theoretical matter within
the unconstitutional amendment debate, as long as the people could be recalled at
any time to vote on any constitutional change that could alter the legal system, as
happened in Hungary. In such cases, could the Court still declare those provisions
unconstitutional if the people agree with that particular change?
In any case, there are constitutional principles or liberal democratic values that
should be shielded from revision, even by the most compelling legislative or popular
majorities. The scholarship is divided on this argument, though. 126 As Albert has
maintained, there are various categories for assessing constitutional change, and
unconstitutionality is only a form of nonconstitutionality. He has identified a textual
model that authorizes constitutional amendment; a political model, which introduces
extraconstitutional change; and a substantive model, which forbids unconstitutional
amendments.127 From this perspective, the Italian constitutional text enshrines the
necessary and sufficient conditions for amending it and contains a clear provision
regarding that procedure. Moreover, the Italian Constitution traces the political model
insofar as amendments may spring from the expression of popular will, which
manifests the dualism between the political branches and citizenry.
The debate concerning the limits to the constitutional amendment in the Italian
system is a very political one. Sometimes scholars and politicians who do not agree
on constitutional reform concentrate their debate on constitutional legitimacy and on
the inconsistency of the amendments regarding the basic principles of the
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Constitution. The political party, which sustains constitutional reform, can require a
referendum in order to reach absolute approval from the governed body. 128 In this
sense, the political model is linked to extraconstitutional change insofar as the
constitutional change that occurs unbounded by the fundamental law.
Furthermore, the political model marries the written and unwritten constitutional
requirements governing amendment. 129 Citizens themselves, as agents of
constitutional change, generate unwritten constitutional amendments that do not
require judicial involvement, only judicial acquiescence. 130 A public debate implies
civic engagement in constitutional politics, where the representative bodies and their
citizens are involved in a national dialogue regarding the future of the state. In such
cases, there is no space for a judicial review of those amendments that transform the
legal system. However, constitutions have overcome this issue by empowering the
Courts to scrutinize the conformity of any constitutional change with the existing
constitution, and this is the essence of what Albert calls the substantive model.
This is precisely the path that the Italian Constitutional Court has developed over
the years. The Court has embraced its role and expanded the list of the
unamendable provisions, assessing a broader theory of unconstitutionality.
Regardless of the drivers of constitutional amendments, the theory of implied limits in
the Italian legal system has been widely accepted by the Constitutional Court.
The Court played a significant role not only in implementing the Constitution, 131 but
also in adapting the Constitution as Italian society has changed. In many
circumstances, the Constitutional Court has legislated beyond the written
constitution, but in some circumstances, it has also manifested a certain degree of
self-restraint.132 A constitutional amendment must be adopted without compromising
the effectiveness of the written text, and the constitutional changes developed
“outside” of constitutions should not alter the meaning of the provisions. However,
according to the Court, an amendment is unconstitutional if it undermines Article 1,
regarding the republican government. Based on Article 2 and interpreted as an open
provision, the Court expanded the list of human rights that could be modified. Based
on the Article 3, the Court has likewise addressed a range of disparate provisions
that involve unequal treatment and held that an amendment stressing an
“unreasonable discrimination” should be considered illegal. Furthermore, the two
main parts of the Constitution are linked together, and any major change in Part II
could infringe upon the implementation of Part I because values established in the
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former would strictly limit the possibility of amending provisions included in the first
part.133 In the same reasoning, Article 138 cannot be amended because of its link to
proportional representation.
Although there is no provision regarding judicial review, the Italian Constitutional
Court claims that it is its duty and right to check the constitutional legitimacy of laws
revising the Constitution, no matter who has proposed the constitutional
amendment.134 However, in practice, the Court has never made a decision to annul a
constitutional amendment.
3. Endeavors of popular constitutional review
Nothing could stop the people as a ‘whole’ to return to their natural status and
destroy a constitution and, consequently, the democratic order. The constitutional
awareness returns into constituent awareness but such a change would destroy the
basic principles and values, which means to deny the democracy. A constituent
power should not undermine the raison d’être of the democratic order. As Murphy
claims, the constitutive power of the whole people should be limited. 135 “We, the
people” cannot act as a whole in the reason of an opposing minority, which turns the
constituent power in an illegitimate one. But always a constitution should provide for
‘means of egress’ for constituent power (that, is, deliberation, inclusiveness on
constitutional matters),136 obviously manifested within certain limits and, therefore,
protected in order to be legitimated and which allow to re-emerge from time to time.
The constituent power must maintain its capacity to rethink the constitutional order
and reappear in the future when deemed appropriate. For Habermas, the popular
constituent power may entail an organic, substantive, ethnic homogeneity to bind a
community together and, as such, it can lean towards a “militant ethno-nationalism”
and a voluntaristic and essentialist model of nationalist politics. 137 For this purpose it
should act as a whole which will never abolish people’s rights and freedoms, their
representation in assemblies or political rights, necessary to concretely “maintain”
and “improve” the constitution.
Beyond the legal thoughts on constituent power, the Italian people are
empowered – implicitly – to propose amendments to the constitution. Despite the
little interest and insufficient success of this tool on the level of praxis, there are
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some popular initiatives aiming at amending the Constitution. In the last 20 years,
only 6 amendment initiatives had popular origin: two were submitted to the Senate,
other at the Chamber of Deputies, and during a whole parliamentary term – the XVth
– no initiative was of constitutional nature. 138 The most interesting for the purpose of
this analysis is the popular initiative “Quorum zero and more democracy” (A.C.5424)
submitted to the Chamber of Deputies in 2012, assigned to the Constitutional Affairs
Commission but the exam does not started yet. This initiative proposes amendments
to several constitutional provisions relating to popular participation in the legislative
and constitutional process: articles 50, 67, 69, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 118, 138. The main
and innovative aspects to embody in the Constitution concern the minimum age of
the voters which should be reduce to sixteen-year-old, the confirmative referendum
foe any constitutional revision within the terms established by law; electronic
collection of the signatures, legal status to the popular committee proposing the
amendment; and revision of constitutional amendment provision. According to the
proposed wording, the amendment process stated in Article 138 should consist of
two successive debates by each Chamber with at intervals of not less than three
months and not more than six, and approval by an absolute majority of the members
of each House in the second vote, followed by a mandatory popular referendum. The
amendments or any other constitutional laws will not be promulgated unless they are
approved by a majority of valid votes. For the first time it was proposed to draft an
explicit provision as regards the exercise of popular amendment power: «the people
exercise the initiative to amend the Constitution, through the proposal of a bill drawn
up in sections that follows the procedure envisaged for the popular initiative, with the
exception of the number of statements of support, which must be at least equal to 2
percent of the of citizens entitled to vote for the Chamber of Deputies.»
Unfortunately, as many other proposal of popular origin, these initiatives are not
corroborated by elective representatives on the effectiveness level, and this behavior
proves how the constituted power absorbs the constituent one and not adjust from
time to time the popular will.
Despite some innovations on the level of the toolkit of people’s engagement in the
legislative procedure - above all as regards their effectiveness – even the last
constitutional reform of 2016139 would have been configured insufficient and
incomplete in view of the explicit reference to the people as holder of amendment
138
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provinces (A.C.4682)
2001 – “Amendments to Part II, Title V, of the Constitution concerning provincial and local autonomies. Assign
provincial statute of autonomy to the province of Treviso (A.S.4) – already submitted in 2000 (A.S.4789);
“Amendment to Title V of the Constitution on provincial and local autonomies. Assign provincial statute of
autonomy to the province of Bergamo and other provinces (A.S.2) – already submitted in 1999 (A.S.3994);
“Constitutional referendum for the institution of the Parliament of Padania "(A.C.14) – already submitted in
2000 (A.C.6858).
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power. Beyond the hermeneutical interpretations related to the same quantity of
voters empowered to propose a constitutional amendment (which never happened),
the last constitutional reform did not consider a need to positivize the popular
initiative. Taking cues from the various experiences, many scholarship debates
concern the possibility to implement the constitutional initiative linked to a quorum of
submissions set at one million entitled citizens. Furthermore, an admissibility preexamination by the Constitutional Court would allow a certain number of voters (for
example, fifty thousand) to check their constitutional amendment proposal even
before the effective before collecting the statements of support. Bearing in mind the
Swiss example, the Parliament could also present a counter-proposal to be
submitted to popular vote, and realize in this way a more effective dialogue for the
best solution among constituent and constituted power.
However, the proactive dimension in the constitutional review process remains
anchored to the only possibility ex Article 139 of the Constitution vis-à-vis the request
of referendum if «the law is approved in the second vote by each of the Chambers
by a majority of two thirds of its members» and the request comes from five hundred
thousand voters.
Like in a word game between English and French pronunciation: “we, the people”
exist “oui, the people” – that is, we, all the people created the constitution and our
“oui” during the referendum conserves the democratic constitution. And perhaps this
is the reason that stake the “definitive virtue” of the democracy and elevated it to
constitutional status of ‘eternal principle’.140
4. By way of conclusion: constituent power within (un)constitutional
conundrum
The question of whether a constitution can be (un)constitutional is rooted in
democratic foundations and may be answered only in reference to the people as the
ultimate source of legitimacy. The people, through their direct and indirect consent,
can validate or invalidate a constitutional amendment or a constitution. The people
could defend constitutional principles through a “revolution,” a referendum, or
through their representatives; under different forms of consent, people possess the
extraordinary power to transform formally also an unconstitutional constitution into a
legitimate one. But by whom and on which grounds a constitutional amendment or a
constitution may be declared unconstitutional? The answer seems obvious: by
constitutional courts, based on the textually entrenched procedural requirements or
by an extensive interpretation of other constitutional provisions.
The global trend, especially after World War II, is toward acceptance of explicit
and implicit limitations on constitutional amendment power, no matter who holds
such power. Despite recent developments in Hungary where the Constitutional Court
has also rejected the notion of implicit limits, claiming that amending power is
unlimited in the absence of any explicit restrictions, there is now a general
acknowledgment by constitution drafters and courts that certain “supraconstitutional”
principles are unamendable (i.e., that certain amendments are prohibited, and that
constitutional courts have the power to review these amendments and to annul those
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contradicting the “basic structure” or “constitutional core”). Any constitutional
amendment that compromises those principles and values can be declared
unconstitutional even if the people drive such constitutional change. 141
Supreme principles are protected in various constitutions. They can be universal
and common to all modern democratic societies (e.g., a state’s religion or official
language; the separation or integration of church and state; the rule of law; multiparty
systems, political pluralism, or other democratic characteristics; territorial integrity;
judicial review; the separation of powers; sovereignty of the people; or even such
general provisions as the spirit of the constitution), or reflect the specific ideals and
values of a distinct political culture (e.g., the establishment of federalism). This trend
is linked to the general rise of “world constitutionalism,” the global spread of
“supranational constitutionalism,” and judicial review, which all serve to prevent the
abuses of majority rule.142
People, as holders of constitutional amendment power, have to balance their
power to initiate, approve or invalidate a constitutional amendment in light of all
constitutional provisions and formal requirements. They can create a “constitutional”
constitution as well as an unconstitutional one. They are a fundamental component
of the constitutional change processes, but where this element is marginal despite
the culture of popular sovereignty, the democracy’s facets change. In front of many
popular trends, the very term ‘constituent power’ has almost entirely disappeared
from even the most ‘populist’ approaches to constitutional change. 143
The people may delegate their power to draft or approve a constitution to officials
tasked with representing their interests, and they may validate a(n) (un)constitutional
constitution a constitution directly by referendum. In particular, they can transform a
formally (un)constitutional constitution into a (il)legitimate one anchored in
democratic values.144 The various ways that a constitution or a part of it can be
unconstitutional in terms of constitutionality substance and participatory democracy,
lead constitutional courts, as guardians of the democracy, to consider alternative
grounds and rationales upon which to declare a constitutional amendment
unconstitutional or to overturn (un)constitutional changes in name of the
constitutional democracy.
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